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Thank you for a great week everyone! I hope you have a wonderful weekend and spooky Halloween!

Maranacook News
For Faculty, Families, Students and Community
Oct 26th - Oct 30th

 

A huge congratulations to the Freshmen Academy Student of the Quarter Logan Gould! Logan is
an incredible student! He is inquisitive, kind, and motivated. He values learning not just for the
grade but for the knowledge gained. He is supportive and compassionate towards his peers, often
the first to offer assistance. Logan has a mature view of the world around him. He is respectful to
others and strives for growth.
 
I’m really excited to announce the Freshmen Academy Students of the Month are Lilly Mushlit and
Robbie Vivenzio! Lilly always checks in and lets you know how to help her be successful.  She is
kind, organized and hard working. Generally knocking it out of the ballpark everyday. Robbie is
polite, friendly, and on top of his work. He participates in class, is always engaged, and is a role
model. He is a true classroom leader, volunteering, helping peers, and asking questions. He is
great to have in class.  
 
Interact Club Interact is a club devoted to local and global volunteerism. The theme for Rotary
International this year is Rotary Opens Opportunities. Our communities need us now more than
ever! If you would like to join Interact or would like to learn more, reach out to Mrs. Bickford at
kelsea_bickford@maranacook.com. We meet Wednesday at 12pm via Zoom! 
 
We are extending Make A Difference Week one more week. This is a really important time for our
community to help raise money and collect food for our local pantries. It’s a great time to give
where you can and support our community.  You can donate in person by bringing nonperishable
items into school or online. Families/students can donate by: 
 
A check made out to Mt. Vernon Food Bank or Maranacook Food Pantry 
Online through The Maranacook Education Fund and/or the Good Shepard Food Bank. 
By bringing a non-perishable food donation to MCHS. We will have donation boxes in the lobby. 



Please consider doing any of these to help support our community. 
 
On this upcoming Wednesday we will have students attend in person who need extra support as
the quarter draws to close. On Monday, we will call home to invite students and arrange
transportation as well as breakfast and lunch. If you have any questions please reach out to either
Mrs. Chisholm sara_chisholm@maranacook.com or myself dwayne_conway@maranacook.com  
 
On November 16th and 17th we will administer the Youth Truth Survey after lunch before period G-
8. The YouthTruth Student Survey is a nationally recognized survey used in hundreds of schools
and districts across the country, surveying hundreds of thousands of students. The survey asks
students about their experiences in the school including how engaged they are at school, the rigor
of their coursework, and their preparedness for the future. The survey has specific questions about
social emotional learning, remote learning and equity. The survey is for all students and takes
about 25 minutes. It’s an anonymous survey with results sent directly to the school and used for
school improvement to better meet students’ needs. If you do not want your child to take the
survey, please email me to let me know. If you would like to learn more about the survey please
visit http://youthtruthsurvey.org, The survey is being provided to us free of charge through the
Western Maine Education Collaborative by a grant from the BARR Association.  
 
This past week as a school we administered the NWEA for Freshmen and Sophomores. The
NWEA is used to assess students in grades 3-10 district wide. Unlike paper and pencil
assessments, where all students are asked the same questions and spend a fixed amount of time
taking the assessment, NWEA is computer adaptive. That means every student gets a unique set
of questions based on responses to previous questions. As the student answers correctly,
questions get harder. If the student answers incorrectly, the questions get easier. By the end of the
assessment, most students will have answered about half the questions correctly, as is common on
adaptive assessments. NWEA measures students' grade level abilities in reading and math and
helps determine what the student knows and is ready to learn next. This is incredibly important for
us to know so we can plan instruction efficiently and identify individual supports.

 

Gratefully,
Dr. Conway 
Principal

Guidance
 

All students should have received a paper copy of their quarter two schedule from their advisor. We
have been making quarter two schedule changes throughout this current quarter. At this point, due
to the need to follow state protocols for social distancing and maintain class sizes, we will not be
making any changes to student schedules unless there are extenuating circumstances. If you have
any questions or concerns about your schedule, please contact Sara Chisholm at
Sara_chisholm@maranacook.com.
 
On Monday, November 9th, a representative from CMCC will be available to meet with interested
students via Zoom during lunch. On Friday, December 4th, we will be hosting a virtual USM On-the
Spot Decision Day. On-the-Spot Decision Day appointments allow USM Admissions Counselors to
deliver application decisions "live" to students who elect to meet with them. These are exciting
events that can be super engaging for students and the representative!  If you are planning on
applying to USM and would like to participate, please reach out to Chris Tamborini at
chris_tamborini@maranacook.com.
 
Attention seniors, juniors, and sophomores: If you are interested in taking an Early College course
this spring through the University of Maine system, registration is now open. Here are some
reminders/information about the Early College Program: 
Courses are tuition and fee FREE for qualified students Course-specific fees may apply, but there
are no general fees.  
Students who are new to ExplorEC can find accessible training materials here.  
The enrollment checklist, has a description of the difference between ExplorEC and MaineStreet,
and is designed to help counselors, students, and families learn the terminology and steps to
navigate this process.  
Many of our campuses offer Early College Pathways and Certificates, which can help students
choose EC courses that align with potential careers and majors. UM just launched new pathways,
which you can find at the link above! 
UMS and MCCS collaborated last year to explain why it is important that students earn credits with
purpose and to provide some tools to help students navigate career paths. Please check out these
digitally available tools, which show the wide range of options at all of Maine's Public Colleges and
Universities. 

JMG (Jobs for Maine Grads)
 

This week in JMG, students completed an ethical decision making activity where they were read a
statement that had to do with an ethical issue. Students chose whether they agreed or disagreed
with the statement and stated why. It was awesome to hear the different perspectives and beliefs



among all 3 JMG classes. Later in the week, students started their “Career Exploration Project,”
which will allow students to explore different careers that fit their personality and habits. They will
be presenting their Career Exploration Project on November 5th & 6th to end the quarter. 

Maranacook Alternative  Program (MAP)
 

This week in MAP: Humanities, we read and analyzed Patrick Henry’s "Give Me Liberty or Give Me
Death” speech.  We discussed how different pivotal documents like this contributed to the
American Revolution as well as exploring the concept of how social change is created. 

Music
 

 As our quarter comes to a close, students taking classes in the music department are preparing
their final presentation to their class in the form of their prepared pieces of music for Guitar and
Piano, and compositions for Music Theory.  It has been a joy to bring music back into students lives
from an academic standpoint after being away for it for so long, and reconnecting with these
continuing (and new) musicians had been an absolute pleasure. 
As for theater, the writing process for our Untitled Winter production is almost complete, and I’m
BLOWN AWAY by the content our students have created.  This show is hysterical and mature, and
I’m excited to announce that we will be casting it very shortly!

English
 

Mrs. Moran and Mrs. Jones’ English 9 Classes 
This week students are demonstrating their learning about literary terms through a group project
using Soundtrap, and constructed responses.  
Mr. Brigham’s English 10 Classes:  
This week students took NWEA tests on Monday and Tuesday and will be sharing their Folktales
Presentations with the class on Thursday and Friday.  In their presentations, students will compare
and contrast two different versions of the same folktale or two similar folktales.  Students also laid
the groundwork for an exploration of the hero’s journey by reading and analyzing a telling of the
story of Hercules.  
Mrs. Guillemette’s AP Language Classes:  
This week students worked in groups to develop a podcast using Soundtrap in response to their
reading of A Long Way Gone, focusing their conversation on rhetorical analysis. This work will
transfer to creating a podcast adaptation of their written memoirs. 
Ms. Chadborune’s  English 11 and AP Lit Classes:  
In English 11, students are finishing up The Crucible and are beginning to evaluate themes within
the play, utilizing evidence from the play to support their argument. Students  in AP Literature are
finishing up the  Frankenstein Unit. They are analyzing the elements of literature within the book
and developing an argument as to which they believe is a monster, Frankenstein or his creation,
based on evidence they find surrounding human nature and humanity itself.  
Mrs. Moran’s Creative Writing Class 
In our final weeks of the Creative Writing class, students were tasked with drafting the first chapter
of a potential novel.  
 
Calling all writers! November is novel writing month. NaNoWriMo is an international and
empowering creative writing opportunity. For one month we will be following the words in hopes of
each drafting our novel.  If you are interested in participating and engaging virtually with a group of
nascent writers, please email Hannah Moran (Hannah_moran@maranacook.com) for more
information. 

World Language
 

Herr Fecteau: German 2 is currently working on discussing their hobbies and interests and how to
accept or reject plans to go places with people. We are wrapping up new learning this week. Next
week, the students are showcasing their knowledge with an End of Quarter wrap up using the four
skills of speaking, writing, reading, and listening. German 4/5/6 is working on reading a book and
summarizing what they are reading. Their confidence at this point is incredible to watch. As for the
End of Quarter finals, German 4 is working on a cluster of German news articles ranging from
COVID-19 to wildfires to the German national soccer team. German 5/6 is working on authentic
German materials covering the life of Adolf Hitler, the establishment of the National Socialist Party,
and the Second World War. I’m very excited about the progress being made! 
Dr. McLaren: French students showed an interest in Halloween-themed songs, stories and videos,
so they have been exploring some of these as of late. We continue in getting to know each other,
with French 1 describing themselves and others, French 3 comparing their preferences and
sharing stories about things they have done recently to practice passé composé, and French 4
speaking and writing about daily routines using reflexive verbs and various verb tenses.  
Señora Frey: Spanish 2 is finishing up a chapter on stem changing verbs and sports. They have a
quiz on verb forms, and a speaking assessment on Zoom next Wednesday, showing family photos
and describing their family members.  Spanish 3 has their final assessment on the two past tenses
in Spanish next Tuesday, and this week made Flipgrid videos showing and describing clothing that



they wear in detail. Spanish 4-5 will continue with journal writing throughout the Gold semester, and
will have a final assessment next week on comparisons and superlatives.

Advisee
 

This week Master Advisors met and discussed several different topics. We continue to work on the
SEL curriculum in advisory. Topics that will be discussed over the next two months are goal setting,
what we can control and can’t control, and how we cope with the things we have lost due to CoVid.
We also talked about how freshman advisors can support students more and having a couple of
after school sessions for seniors to work on post secondary plans. 

Social Studies
 

Mr. DeMillo: Global Honors students are learning about the basic human needs using Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs pyramid. Understanding the base, and what it means to people in society.  
Mr. Gower: AP Psychology students presented their Conditioning Projects and are exploring how
Memory works. AP US History presented their NHD Projects and analyzed the legacy of the Civil
War and Reconstruction. 
Mr. Sirois: Global Studies students are learning how to and practicing Close reading skills as well
as Sourcing documents related to the China’s Water Crisis DBQ. Students are also beginning to
connect the documents to see the bigger picture and answer the driving question “What is causing
China’s Water Scarcity Crisis?”  
Mr. Streeter: U.S. History students are putting on their final touches to their National History Day
Projects which are due on Monday, November 2. 
Mrs. St. Clair: Supporting students with completing final assignments and planning for quarter 2.

Math
 

Mr. Babbitt’s Algebra 2 CP students are writing equations of a line given two points. In Honors
Geometry they are determining if two triangles are congruent using congruent triangle theorems. In
Problem Solving students are learning about exponents and radicals. Mrs Bickford’s MAP: STEM
freshman students are working on graphing systems of inequalities. Sophomores are prepping for
a Triangle Similarity assessment. Juniors and Seniors are prepping for a Multiplying Polynomials
assessment. In MAP: LEAD students are continuing to work on their Personal Learning Plans. In
Teen Issues students are working with the Leadership Team to determine when and if there could
be an in-person Teen Issues Day this semester. They were very grateful to have Dr. Conway take
time out of his already busy schedule to join their class discussion on Monday. Mr. Morin’s Honors
and CP  Algebra classes are finishing up on types of linear equations. College Algebra just finished
a unit on solving quadratic equations with the quadratic formula. Ms. Harman’s Algebra 1 Pt 1
students are graphing inequalities. Geometry CP just finished their transformations test and is
working on a transformations project. They will be working on a short ratio and proportions unit for
the end of the year. Algebra 1 Pt 2 just finished graphing a system of equalities. They will work on
writing a system of equations from real-life situations and then solving the situation graphically. Ms.
Graziano’s AP Calculus class just finished a logarithms unit by understanding the inverse
relationship between exponents and logarithms. They are using logarithms to solve real-world
problems (bacteria growth, radioactive decay, banking with compound interest) that can be
modeled with exponents. This week while students were taking NWEA tests, the interventionists
made a huge push to help students catch up with missing work. Ms. Cormier's Algebra 2 CP
students are finishing up a project on Solving Systems of Equations as well as graphing linear
equations in slope-intercept form and rewriting equations from standard form to slope-intercept
form. Honors Algebra 2 students are looking at quadratic functions. They are looking at the key
features of quadratic functions and are exploring how changing the different coefficients of each
term change the shape of the graph. They are looking at domain and range and will be working on
roots of equations next week.

Technology
 

Mr. Dorman’s Tech and Career students recently completed their Mac keyboard project with action
buttons. They also completed the Digital Footprint assignment that consists of them searching the
internet for what they can find about themselves on the web. Some examples of student comments
“Wow that is scary” “OMG that is where I live”. Accounting completed their 5th exam on Cash
Control Systems. The ZOOM breakout rooms continue to do very well, they have enjoyed working
in different breakout groups and are finding the ability to screen share very helpful. 
Dr Gross's along with the Middle School and High School Physical Education staff have made a
plan to acquire fitness trackers to be used for accountability in all of their classes. We hope to have
them to use soon!
Mr.Spencer"s Intro to IA students have continued building their drafting skills by learning isometric
drawing techniques.  These techniques are being practiced through sample problems and two
projects; Isometric House Project and the Knotwork Drawing. Wood Design students are working
hard to finish their original “furniture” project. 
Mrs. Trott and Mrs. Twiss have been working on NWEA’s for the freshman and sophomore
classes, makeup sessions will continue this week. Lori has researched technology tools to support



teacher methods and needs for remote teaching and learning. Susan is continuing with webinars
and research to locate valuable resources for teachers and students to compliment the teachers
curriculum. The library has obtained the use of the Junior Library Guild streaming eBooks. Below is
the link for you to login, click on the following link and use the information below for your login. 
 
Try the new  digital streaming books subscription!
Junior Library Guild
Login with your first name and your password is your powerschool/lunch id number, without the “s”
at the end. 
Learn to use JLG Digital

Science
 

Mrs.O’Donoghue: All chemistry students are working within unit 3 on the Periodic Table of
Elements. Honors classes completed it this week while  college preparatory classes have just
begun to investigate some of the patterns.  Everyone should be able to use the chart to predict
reactivity,  charge, bonding scenarios, and whether the element is a metal  or a nonmetal by the
end of the unit.  
Mr.Colvin: Honors Biology students are learning about the inner workings of the cell cycle.AP
Biology students are learning about biomolecular monomers and polymers.   Astronomy students
are learning about the Milky Way galaxy.  
Mrs.Marvinney: Students spent half their class time taking NWEA’s this week but they will be
conducting an investigation about how the type of bonding within a compound affects its properties.
Mr.DeAngelis: Physics students continued to work on the concept of momentum this week. 

Health Center
 

During the pandemic, it is easy to dismiss health issues that are deserving of medical attention.
Maranacook students with expanded services can see Dr. Sewall for any of the conditions listed
below. Insurance will be billed accordingly.  If you do not have insurance, we will not deny you
services.
Services may include:  
·      Nutrition – obesity or weight loss, Iron or vitamin deficiencies 
·      Concerns about blood pressure 
·      Headache – acute and/or chronic, migraines 
·      Eye irritation, acute visual disturbance 
·      Ear ache, drainage 
·      Dental infections
·      Enlarged tonsils 
·      Swollen glands 
·      Dermatologic issues, including acne, eczema, psoriasis etc 
·      Constipation, chronic diarrhea, abdominal pain 
·      Swollen joint(s) 
·      Frequent bloody Noses, bruising 
·      Fainting/Dizziness/Lightheadedness 
·      Chest pain 
·      Urinary symptoms 
·      Allergy concerns, hives or unusual food reactions 
·      Reactions to Medications 
·      Asthma  
·      Concerns about residual birth defects, hernias  
·      Short stature, delayed puberty 
·      Fatigue 
Please call or stop by the Health Center to make an appointment!  685-4923 x 1033

  Fine Arts
 

Students in Jeremy Smith’s Intro to Art are working to finish their One Point Perspective Drawings
this week.  They are designing room interiors based on 100 years past or future.

Student Senate
 

The officers met on Monday and Mike Tamborini updated the team on the LL meeting. We are also
about to launch an Instagram page with updates about the student senate. Student Voice is still
working on a plan to provide more connectivity with fellow classmates, I.E. getting together with
other advisees during lunch etc. The Outreach committee is working on Make a Difference Week,
and possibly extending it a little. They are also looking at new ideas for the coming need during the
upcoming holidays. The Health Center committee can go forward with their school climate survey
after a few minor modifications. School Spirit has created a survey about moving the Winter
Carnival week closer to the spring and will be sending it out in the coming days. 

Extra and Co Curricular



 

Girls Cross Country Class C State Championships will be on Saturday, November 14th at Saxl
Park in Bangor at 9:30am. No spectators are allowed at the race. Girls competing: Sophie O’Clair,
Lily Cannell, Jenna Badeau, Lilly Mushlit, Olympia Farrell, Claire Holman, and Ruby Nelson. Good
Luck Girls! 

Senior Field Hockey Players Pre-Game
“Selfie”

 

 
Results: 
10/23 
JV Football lost to Winthrop 27-6 
V Football lost to Winthrop 26-22 
V Football lost to Waterville 35-28  
10/24 
Boys Soccer: Varsity beat Gardiner 3-1, JV won 2-1 
Girls Soccer: Varsity beat Gardiner 6-0, JV won 8-0 
Boys XC finished 4th at state qualifier 
Varsity Field Hockey beat Waterville 3-0 
10/26 
Girls Soccer: Varsity beat Morse 2-0, JV won 1-0 
10/27 
Boys Soccer: Varsity lost to Lewiston 2-0, JV lost 7-1 
Girls Soccer: Varsity tied 0-0, JV won 4-2

 

Upcoming Events:
11/2 
Boys Varsity Soccer HOME vs. Mt. Abram 4:00pm 
Girls Varsity Soccer HOME vs. Mt. Abram 6:00pm 
Football at Winthrop JV 3:00pm, V 4:30pm 
11/4 
Cross Country HOME race vs. Brunswick/Edward Little 1:30pm 
Math Team Virtual Meet 3:30pm 
11/12 
Boys Soccer at Morse JV 4:00pm V 6:00pm 
11/14 
Girls Cross Country Class C State Championship at Saxl Park Bangor 9:30am 

 

Go Bears!

 

Dwayne Conway, Ed.D
Principal
Class of 2022 Advisor
Maranacook Community High School
2250 Millard Harrison Dr.
Readfield ME 04355
207-685-4923x1022


